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I thank the Government for their generous assistance to councils to help us
through the pandemic crisis. My constituency is served by West Berkshire
Council and Wokingham District Council—both are unitaries. They certainly
needed money to assist with the extra costs that covid-19 has caused, and
there was a scheme, the pressures grant, to do that. The councils certainly
needed assistance to deal with losses of tax revenues, and there was a scheme
to reimburse 75% of lost tax revenues during these extraordinary times of
business closures and business stress.

There were clearly difficulties with shortfalls on sales, fees and charges,
and again a scheme was introduced —I am pleased to see today that that is
being extended for another quarter, because it looks as though there still
will be an overhang into the second quarter of this calendar year. I am
particularly pleased that there is additional assistance to allow councils to
be sympathetic to people who are struggling to pay their council tax. The one
little niggle that Wokingham has still suffered from is that where the
council has brought in private sector management for a leisure sector, there
can be difficulties with reimbursement for lost revenues. I would like to see
further progress in sorting that out.

In the past, both West Berkshire Council and Wokingham Borough Council have
suffered from pretty tight, or low, social care grants, and I am pleased to
see a reasonable increase in social care grant going through for the next
year. I urge Ministers to continue to look at that grant, because there is
growth in demand and need, and we want high standards of care for people who
require assistance. Certain councils, particularly the two serving my
constituency, which were right at the bottom of the pack in terms of the
amount of grant in relation to population, needed some tweaking of the sums.
It is a very difficult situation. It is as costly looking after the elderly
or children in Wokingham and west Berkshire as it is in the rest of the
country, so we need at least as much, proportionately, as other places. We
have often suffered from that.

I want to reinforce the Secretary of State’s important message about the role
that councils can and should play in getting the country back to work and, in
particular, in revitalising, refreshing and renewing our town centres, our
village shopping areas and some of the shopping centres in which councils are
engaged or have a stake. It is true that councils are very important agents
in setting the tone, providing the regulations, sorting out the planning, and
sometimes, as co-owners or landlords, creating the right kinds of spaces in
our town centres and facilitating or providing the right environment for a
return to vibrant life.

Let us be in no doubt: this is going to be a big ask and a difficult task,
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because the covid crisis and the resulting closures have accelerated a number
of trends that were already under way. There will be more online shopping
relative to shopping in shops, even after we get some return to normal and
people can get out more and more shops can open. People will need to be
tempted back to the restaurants and the cafés. We will need to work carefully
with the businesses that own and run the shops and manage the cafés and
restaurants to make sure that government, where it can, assists them and
allows for the adaptation and development of town and village centres so that
they can flourish again, with probably a different mix of services and
businesses from that which preceded the covid crisis.

For example, as councils are usually the highways authority and they control
access to town or village centres, surely the first thing they need to do is
to review that access. A lot of families are going to need the car for
elderly people, for children or because of the distance they are from the
town centre in order to get there in the first place. They may need the car
because if they are buying too much shopping to carry easily, they will need
the boot to take the shopping back home. We need to make sure that car access
is permitted. That requires looking at junctions to smooth them and make them
safer, but also to improve the safe flow of traffic. I was pleased to hear
the Secretary of State mention that there will be money for bridges, because
quite often impediments to getting into towns are created by railway lines
and rivers, and we may need more bridging capacity. I hope that the
Government will look particularly at light-controlled junctions, because
those with the wrong phasing can be clumsy and impede progress for people
into town, city and village centres.

Councils often either own the parking provision or are important in making
sure that it is adequate, and they sometimes regulate the car parks. I
therefore hope that they will understand that in order to tempt people back
into these centres to turn them back into the vibrant spaces we want, there
may need to be a discount or a generous offer, certainly in the early days,
to give people the idea that it is safe to go back into the town, that they
are wanted there, and that they can then park for long enough. Increasingly,
visits to our towns and shopping centres will not just be for be an hour or
so to go and do a bit of quick shopping—people will want to sit down and have
a coffee or lunch. They may want to take advantage of some of the services in
the town centre, as well as actually buying physical goods. They may wish to
enjoy the experience of lingering a bit longer in the shops, having been
denied that for so long. I hope councils will look carefully at parking
arrangements, and be generous.

I hope planning authorities will look carefully at flexibility so that
owners, who may include the councils themselves, are allowed to carry out
sensible plans for optimising the use of the building. The Secretary of State
has been doing a lot of work on ensuring that planning restrictions and
designations do not get in the way of sensible flexibility. Indeed, we will
need plenty of flexibility and imagination, because a number of businesses
that operated in town and city centres a year or more ago will not be
available.

A great number of large chains of shops have gone through receivership or



made major reductions, having come to the conclusion, one way or another,
that they want fewer physical stores. Even if they have a good online offer,
which will work with their favoured locations, we will see a lot of those
chains retreat from high streets and shopping centres. I also fear that,
wherever possible, a lot of small shops may need a friendly arm around them
from the council and the Government, as otherwise we could lose a lot of
capacity in the small shop area.

I trust that councils and the Government will work to make the situation as
attractive as possible. A bit of money may need to be spent on beautifying
towns and village centres, and ensuring they are in good order to welcome
people back. Councils often have town or shopping centre managers, who need
to be given backing in order to come up with imaginative solutions.

This huge task is in everybody’s interests, including shoppers, landlords,
employees and the councils. Above all, councils need to help the Government
to rebuild the tax base of our towns, cities and village centres, and ensure
that there will be that flow of business revenue in future—not just business
rates, but the trading revenues that the national taxation system can collect
and reroute to local government. Without prosperity there is not sufficient
money for great public services, and councils must be part of the process
through which that prosperity is rebuilt. I thank the Secretary of State for
the help he has offered local councils. I urge him to please be generous on
social care, and to do everything he can to promote the recovery we
desperately need.


